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A large class of modern structural alloys derives its strength from precipitation hardening.
Precipitates obstruct the motion of dislocations and thereby increase alloy strength. This paper
examines the process using an atomistic-based hierarchical multiscale modeling framework.
Atomistic modeling is employed to (1) compute solute-dislocation interaction energies for input
into a semi-analytic solute hardening model and (2) evaluate precipitate strengths for use in
dislocation line tension simulations. The precipitate microstructure in the dislocation line ten-
sion simulations is obtained from simple analytic precipitation kinetics relations. Fitting only
the rate constants in the precipitation kinetics model, the macroscopic strength predictions of
the hierarchical multiscale model are found to correspond reasonably well with experiments. By
analyzing the potential sources of discrepancy between the model’s macroscopic predictions and
experiments, this work illuminates the importance of specific atomic-scale processes and high-
lights important challenges that remain before truly predictive mechanism-based plasticity
modeling can be realized.
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I. INTRODUCTION

NEAR the beginning of the 20th century, Alfred
Wilm[1] discovered that the hardness of quenched Al
alloys evolves in time. While Wilm’s discovery laid the
foundation for many modern engineering alloys, the
phenomenon had already been inadvertently utilized by
the Wright brothers during their historic flight of 1903.[2]

In the 50 years following Wilm’s discovery, the evolving
hardness in Al alloys was linked to an evolving
microstructure, thanks to advancements in dislocation
theory[3–5] and the observation of nanometer-sized
solute clusters by X-ray scattering[6,7] and transmission
electron microscopy (TEM).[8] In the last 50 years,
utilization of this phenomenon, now known broadly as
precipitation hardening, has consistently progressed,[9,10]

with the most recent precipitation hardened Al alloys
demonstrating strengths approaching 1 GPa while
maintaining significant ductility.[11,12]

In Al-Cu alloys, the evolution of the microstructure at
common aging temperatures [383 K (110 �C) to 423 K
(150 �C)] and Cu concentrations (~4 wt pct Cu) consists
of[13] SSSa! GP zones ! h00 (GP2 zones) ! h0 ! h
(CuAl2) with SSSa representing a supersaturated solid
solution and GP zones being nanometer-sized Cu disk-
shaped monolayers on {100} planes. h¢¢ precipitates are
larger than GP zones and consist of two disk-shaped Cu

monolayerson{100}planes separatedby threeplanesofAl
atoms. h¢ precipitates are Al2Cu platelets having a tetrag-
onal structure. h precipitates constitute the equilibrium
precipitate phase with Al2Cu stoichiometry and body-
centered tetragonal structure.GP zones and h¢¢precipitates
are fully coherent with the Al matrix, h¢ is semi-coherent,
and h is incoherent. Although multilayer GP zones have
been observed,[14] there is a general agreement that they are
a single atomic layer thick.[15] TheCu content ofGP zones,
however, has not been settled with different experimental
observations showing significant variation from 40 to 100
pct[14,16] with an average value of about 80 pct.[16]

The presence of precipitates restricts the motion of
dislocations and thus affects macroscopic strength.
During the initial stages of age hardening, precipitate
size and volume fraction increase, leading to an increase
in strength. However, in the later stages, precipitates
grow at the expense of others, leading to an increase in
precipitate spacing and a decrease in strength. In binary
Al-Cu alloys, optimum strength typically occurs near
the transition from h¢¢ precipitates to h¢ precipitates.[17]
A variety of dislocation–precipitate interaction mech-

anisms have been proposed in the literature on the
subject. Elastic interactions between a dislocation and a
precipitate arise in two ways: misfit stresses associated
with the difference in lattice constants between the
precipitate and the matrix[18,19] and the difference in
elastic modulus between the precipitate and the ma-
trix.[20,21] Inelastic chemical interactions are also often
cited to play an important role. A dislocation will have a
different core energy when in a precipitate compared to
the matrix.[22] Additionally, a ledge must be formed at
the surface of a precipitate when a dislocation enters and
leaves it.[23] Experimental efforts to illuminate the
relative importance of these mechanisms have not
provided a clear consensus.[24–28]
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Atomistic simulations hold great promise for provid-
ing insight into the importance of dislocation–precipi-
tate interaction mechanisms, especially considering that
algorithms, methods, and computational resources con-
tinue to improve. Some notable examples of simulations
where dislocation interactions with precipitates and
other material defects have been studied include[29–31]

interactions with grain boundaries,[32] interactions with
interfaces and resulting ductility and strain rate sensi-
tivity in nano-twinned copper,[33–35] interactions with
voids and copper precipitates in a-iron in radiation
environment,[36–39] interactions with precipitates in
other alloys, and[40] a comprehensive review of disloca-
tion obstacle interactions at the atomic level including
solutes, voids, precipitates, and obstacles with disloca-
tion character such as dislocation loops and stacking
fault tetrahedra. An emerging theme from these studies
is the staggering complexity of dislocation-defect inter-
actions. Thus, while continuum dislocation theory is an
invaluable tool for understanding dislocation behavior
within a generalized context, the complexity of disloca-
tion-defect interactions often warrants an atomistic
analysis. Nonetheless, atomistic modeling comes with
its own set of challenges when trying to connect with
reality, such as its limited spatial and temporal domains
and the challenge of accurately and feasibly computing
interatomic forces.

Current materials design approaches for precipitation
hardened alloys are based on empirical continuum
theories that do not include many of the complexities
of dislocation-precipitate interactions.[41–43] Corre-
spondingly, a primary objective of this work is to
examine precipitate strengthening starting from atomis-
tic-based modeling. To link our atomic-scale results to
macroscopic behavior, we utilize discrete dislocation line
tension modeling and simple precipitation kinetics
modeling. By combining these modeling methodologies
into a single hierarchical multiscale framework, the
predictive capabilities of each component can be better
assessed, illuminating key challenges that remain with
regard to mechanism-based plasticity modeling.

This manuscript begins with the discussion of atom-
istic-based modeling of dislocation–precipitate and dis-
location–solute interactions. Then, a continuum
dislocation line tension model is developed for assessing
the collective effects of dislocation–precipitate interac-
tions, followed by the analytic precipitation kinetics
model. Subsequently, age hardening predictions are
presented along with parametric studies of the effects of
aging temperature and Cu concentration. These strength
predictions are made without including the effects of
thermal activation during mechanical testing and thus
are significantly higher than experimental strengths. In
the final section of the paper, the influence of thermal
activation is considered, providing a more direct com-
parison with experiments.

II. PRECIPITATION HARDENING

Dislocation-precipitate interactions are very complex.
Even if the scope is restricted to nanometer-sized,

plate-shaped precipitates in a binary Al-Cu alloy, a
multitude of parameters can affect the mechanism by
which a dislocation overcomes a precipitate and the
associated critical resolved shear stress (sc). Key param-
eters include (a) dislocation–precipitate orientation, (b)
precipitate size, (c) the location at which the slip plane of
the dislocation intersects the precipitate (offset), (d) the
influence of neighboring precipitates, (e) temperature, (f)
dislocation character, (g) previous dislocation–precipi-
tate interactions, and (h) strain rate/time scale. While a
complete study of all these parameters and their cross
interactions is unfeasible, the role of each parameter is
discussed here to some degree. However, for this paper
to remain true to its focus on age hardening, the reader
will be referred to other work for a detailed description
in some cases, e.g., only edge dislocations are considered
in this manuscript. A study of screw dislocation inter-
actions with GP zones can be found in Singh et al.[39]

Additionally, we have limited our study to dislocation
interactions with GP zones and h¢¢ precipitates. The
larger h¢ and h precipitates are not currently accessible to
atomistic simulation; however, due to the fact that they
are impenetrable to dislocations, their interaction with
dislocations is likely amenable to simple continuum
treatment. The atomistic simulation details are provided
in Appendix A.

A. GP Zone Strengthening

Traditional wisdom suggests that dislocations over-
come precipitates either by cutting or by Orowan
looping.[44,45] Our atomistic simulations of dislocation-
GP zone interactions display both of these mechanisms
and variations of the two, dependent upon the specific
parameters of the interaction. Figure 1 shows two cases
of edge dislocation interacting with GP zones of 4.4 nm
diameter at 0 K where the slip plane of the dislocation
intersects the center point of the GP zone, i.e., offset=0.
Movies of these two interactions are provided in the
online supplementary material. In order to visualize the
interaction, we only plot the atoms not in perfect FCC
stacking, i.e., having a large ‘‘centro-symmetry param-
eter,’’[46] using the AtomEye visualization software.[47]

For the 60 deg interaction (Figure 1(a)), the leading
partial dislocation cuts the GP zone, while the trailing
partial loops around it. The Orowan looping of the
trailing partial is the critical event controlling sc. For 60
deg interactions with smaller GP zones (diame-
ter<3 nm), both partial dislocations overcome the GP
zone via precipitate cutting. On the other hand, in the
case of the 0 deg interaction (Figure 1(b)), the edge
dislocation overcomes the precipitate by full Orowan
looping. This mechanism has been observed across all
GP zone sizes that have been investigated for the 0
deg interaction. As reported previously,[38] the offset
between the dislocation glide plane and the GP zone
center can significantly influence the interaction mech-
anism, e.g., diffusionless climb and defect nucleation at
the dislocation-GP zone contact point have also been
observed at high offsets.
To make the atomistic simulation-based precipitation

hardening predictions performed here computationally
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feasible, we have limited the modeling to edge disloca-
tion interactions. The role of dislocation character has
been examined in detail in our earlier report.[39] For
screw dislocation-GP zone interactions, the 60 deg
orientation yields two prevalent mechanisms depending
upon offset. The first involves full Orowan looping,
similar to the 0 deg edge dislocation interaction
described above. The second entails the screw disloca-
tion cross-slipping onto a plane that allows it to glide
past the GP zone without intersecting it. Cross-slip was
observed at both 0 K and finite temperatures, indicating
that it can be an important mechanism even in the
absence of thermal activation. For the 0 deg interaction
involving a screw dislocation, cross-slip was also
observed. However, the plane onto which the disloca-
tion cross-slips is also impeded by the GP zone. In this
case, the cross-slip mechanism leads to an enhancement
of precipitate strengthening.[39]

A key parameter that affects sc is the spacing between
neighboring precipitates along the dislocation line. The
most common approach for incorporating the effect of
spacing involves two assumptions: (1) the precipitate
spacing, L, is much larger than both the precipitate
diameter, D, and the dislocation core width; and (2) the
applied force acting to move the dislocation forward at
the precipitate results solely from its line tension and
configuration. These assumptions provide a one-to-one
relationship between the precipitate’s ability to inhibit
dislocation glide (precipitate strength) and the configu-
ration of the dislocation just before it overcomes the

precipitate, described by its critical bowing angle, /c.
Different analytic relations for sc based on the disloca-
tion line tension model are described in Appendix B.
These include (i) Friedel’s shear cutting relation,[48] (ii)
Orowan looping,[49] (iii) Orowan relation modified to
include finite D/L ratio,[26] and (iv) Scattergood-Bacon
relation that includes dislocation self-interactions.[50]

Figure 2 reports sc values measured from atomistic
simulations having various cell dimensions in Z, equiv-
alent to different GP zone spacings, L. The simulation
results correspond to the 60 deg edge dislocation-GP
zone interaction with a 4.4 nm diameter GP zone at 0 K.
We find that the data for L � D can be well described
by both the simple sc � 1/L relation and the Scattergood
and Bacon relation, Eq. [B4]. It is interesting to note
that for L/D< 2, the 1/L rule does better than the
Scattergood & Bacon relation, and the sc � 1/(L � Dp)
relation does not seem to work at all (here Dp = D
cos(30 deg)). For the former relation, /c was considered
a fitting parameter with G = 31.6 GPa and b = 2.86 Å,
while for the latter, B was fit to 2.89. For the sc � 1/L
relation, /c was fit as 132 deg, which compares well with
the maximum bowing angle observed in the simulations
(Figure 1(a)). In the spirit of Eq. [B3], we find that a
particularly good fit is given by the relation sc �
1/(L � a1 D) with a1 = 0.19 and /c = 134 deg. Based
on these observations, particularly the utility of the
simple sc � 1/L model down to small precipitate spacing
relative to precipitate diameters, L/D � 1, sc � 1/L is
used in the subsequent analysis.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1—Dominant mechanisms by which an edge dislocation overcomes GP zones: (a) 60 deg interaction involving leading partial cutting and
trailing partial looping, (b) 0 deg interaction involving full dislocation looping. Movies of the dislocation-GP zone interaction are provided in the
supplementary online material.
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sc is also controlled by the precipitate size. Figure 3
reports sc from simulations involving edge dislocations
interacting with GP zones at 0 K with a simulation cell
depth (spacing between GP zones centers) of L = 15.9
nm. In all cases, the slip plane of the dislocation intersects
the center of theGP zone.We note that while the values of
sc reported in Figure 3 correspond to L = 15.9 nm,
larger simulation cells were used for the largest GP zone
sizes (D> 6 nm) to insure sufficient spacing between
periodic GP zone images. In these cases, sc values were
then scaled to L = 15.9 nm using sc � 1/L. For 60 deg
interactions, the simulations suggest that strength in-
creases linearly with GP zone diameter for small- to
medium-sized GP zones, but asymptotically saturates as
the diameter becomes large (D> 8 nm). Considering that
sc is controlled by Orowan looping of the trailing partial
for the 60 deg interaction when the GP zone diameter is
greater than 3 nm, we attribute the size dependence to the
attractive interaction between the neighboring segments
of the bowed-out dislocation. Following the (1/r) stress
field associated with a dislocation, the attractive interac-
tion between the neighboring bowed-out dislocation
segments is a decaying function of the distance between
the segments, which scales with the diameter of the GP
zone. We note that traditional chemical hardening
arguments for dislocation-precipitate interactions would
suggest a linear size dependence for this orientation,
inconsistent with the behavior reported here. Also, the
chemical hardening models are not consistent with the
cutting mechanism that we observe, i.e., a zipping motion
of the dislocation across the face of the GP zone, which
would not yield a linear size dependence. sc for 0 deg
interactions is generally smaller and exhibits a smaller
dependence on GP zone diameter. This is consistent with
the interaction geometry and mechanism of Orowan
looping since the precipitate diameter does not influence
the dislocation in its bowed-out state. The maximum
values of sc from our simulations are 0.35 sc

Orowan for the 0

deg interaction and 0.55 sc
Orowan for the 60 deg interaction,

where sc
Orowan=570 MPa for this box size.

The location at which a dislocation intersects the GP
zone relative to its center (offset) has been observed to
substantially influence sc for a particular interaction.[38]

Building from our previous work and ignoring the
special cases of defect generation and diffusionless
climb, we include the effect of offset into our dislocation
line tension model as sc(O) = sc0+Odsc. sc0 represents
sc when the dislocation intersects the GP zone through
its center. O represents the offset, i.e., the location of the
active slip plane relative to the center of the GP zone,
normalized with respect to the {111} interplanar spacing
distance. Based on our previous work,[38] the offset effect
is taken as dsc = 0.012sc

Orowan and 0.015sc
Orowan for 60

and 0 deg dislocation-GP zone interactions, respectively.
Finally, we point out that successive dislocation-GP
zone interactions are ignored in this work. We direct the
interested reader to[38] where the complexity of succes-
sive interactions is documented.

B. h¢¢ Strengthening
As mentioned previously, h¢¢ precipitates are modeled

as two layers of Cu atoms separated by three atomic
layers of Al. Figure 4 depicts the mechanism by which
they are overcome by edge dislocations at 0 K (�273 �C)
for all diameters studied here, 8 to 30 nm. For the 60 deg
interaction, the Cu atoms are displaced by a partial
burgers vector after the dislocation overcomes the
precipitate. In this regard, the interaction is similar to
that observed for the 60 deg edge dislocation interac-
tions with large GP zones (Figure 1(a)). However, in the
case of the GP zone, the leading partial clearly cuts the
GP zone before the critical state, whereas the leading
partial does not cut the h¢¢ precipitate before the critical
state. Thus, the 60 deg h¢¢ mechanism could entail full
Orowan looping at the critical state with the leading
partial component of the full dislocation loop collapsing
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through the h¢¢ precipitate after it is formed. Or,
alternatively, leading partial cutting may occur. The
critical state of the 60 deg h¢¢ dislocation interaction
involves a completely bowed-out dislocation where the
screw segments of the bowed dislocation have cross-
slipped. The cross-slip of the screw segments of a bowed
edge dislocation at a precipitate was first envisioned by
Hirsch[51] and has been more recently observed in
atomistic simulations of impenetrable precipitates in
Cu.[52] Here, the cross-slipped segments of the disloca-
tion are observed to cross-slip back to their original
plane as the dislocation overcomes the precipitate,
making the later stages of the mechanism observed here
distinctly different than the Hirsch mechanism.[51,53] It is
also worth noting that the cross-slip observed in our
simulations takes place at 0 K, in the absence of thermal
activation. The 0 deg interaction exhibits full Orowan
looping for all sizes studied (8 to 16 nm), Figure 4(b),
analogous to the 0 deg edge dislocation-GP zone
interaction. Interestingly, these results viewed as a
whole suggest that for plate-shaped precipitates, the
competition between Orowan looping and cutting
mechanisms may be more influenced by orientation
than the precipitate size, at least in the athermal limit.

sc as a function of h¢¢ precipitate diameter is shown in
Figure 5 for both the 60 and 0 deg interaction orienta-
tions. h¢¢ diameters spanning 8 to 30 nm for the 60 deg
interaction and 8 to 16 nm for the 0 deg interaction were

investigated. The minimum simulation cell size for these
studies was approximately 34 9 42 9 32 nm3 and it was
increased for larger precipitates. In Figure 5, the simu-
lation results are normalized to L = 31.8 using sc � 1/L.
In all cases, the h¢¢ precipitate provides significantly

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4—Dominant mechanisms by which an edge dislocation overcomes h¢¢ precipitates: (a) 60 deg interaction involving leading partial cutting
and trailing partial looping, note the cross-slipped segments of the dislocation in the critical state, (b) 0 deg interaction involving full dislocation
looping.
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greater strengthening than GP zones, with maximum
values of sc/sc

Orowan = 1.754 and sc/sc
Orowan = 0.495 for

the 60 and 0 deg orientations, respectively. The most
notable feature of the results is the super-Orowan
strengthening associated with the 60 deg interaction.
This can be attributed to the controlling mechanism of
this interaction, i.e., the cross-slip of the screw disloca-
tion segments back onto their original slip plane. While
the size of simulation cell prohibited an extensive finite
temperature investigation of this occurrence, experience
with cross-slip strengthening of screw dislocation-GP
zone interactions[39] suggests that thermal activation can
significantly reduce the stress at which the second
controlling cross-slip event occurs. Thus, the high values
of sc of the 60 deg to h¢¢ interaction cited here may not
be representative of behavior at typical experimental
time scales and temperatures.

Orientation has a significant effect on sc for the
dislocation-h¢¢ precipitate interactions. sc for the 0 deg
interactions is relatively insensitive to precipitate size,
while sc for the 60 deg precipitate interactions approx-
imately doubles as diameter increases from 8 to 30 nm.
While the size independence of the 0 deg interaction can
easily be attributed to the controlling mechanism, the
behavior of the 60 deg interaction is not as easily
understood. For h¢¢ precipitates, the effect of offset on sc
is unknown. Thus, we assume the effect is similar to
what we have observed for the GP zone interactions and
incorporate its effect in an identical manner.

III. SOLUTE HARDENING

A. Methodology

Tomodel solute hardening in Al-Cu, we have utilized a
semi-analytic method recently developed by Leyson
et al.[54] The method stems from the framework devel-
oped by Labusch[55,56] for understanding solute harden-
ing from the perspective of dislocation glide being
inhibited by the heterogeneous energy landscape that a
dislocation encounters in a field of randomly positioned
solute atoms.Relying on input fromatomistic simulation,
both elastic and chemical contributions to solute hard-
ening are included with no adjustable parameters. For
brevity, the key components of themodel are presented in
the Appendix C and the reader can refer to Leyson
et al.[54] for the full derivation. Accordingly, the shear
stress needed to move a typical segment of dislocation
forward through an array of randomly distributed solute
atoms, in the athermal limit, is given by

sys ¼
p
2

DEb

bncwc
½1�

where DEb represents the energy barrier to the disloca-
tion glide posed by solute atoms, and nc and wc signify
the dislocation segment length and the incremental glide
distance of a dislocation segment in a field of solute
atoms, respectively. wc is taken to be the splitting
distance of the dislocation core, which was found in
Leyson et al.[54] to correspond to the most energetically
favorable choice. DEb is in turn a function of the
interaction energy between a dislocation and Cu solute

atoms, DEp (see Appendix C for details). Noting that
both nc and DEb are functions of cs, Eq. [1] can be
rewritten[54] to show that sys� cs

2/3, consistent with the
experimental data.
As with the precipitation hardening simulations, the

newly developed Al-Cu angular-dependent EAM inter-
atomic potential[57] was used to compute interaction
energy between dislocation and Cu solute at different
lattice sites. A simulation cell of 11 9 11 9 10 nm3 with
69,320 atoms and an edge dislocation at its center was
utilized. Following,[58] the atoms in several X � Y
planes around Z = 0 were held fixed to prevent the
dislocation from freely moving toward (or away from)
the Cu atom.

B. Predictions

The interaction energy, DEp; as a function of Cu
solute position is shown in Figure 6. In the figure,
unfilled circles represent the lattice sites at which the
interaction energies were calculated. Away from the
dislocation core, the interaction energies correspond
well with the continuum linear elasticity solution, which
is based on the interaction energy of the hydrostatic
stress fields. Near the dislocation core, where the
interaction energies are the strongest, they were found
to range between �0.15 and 0.25 eV.
Using Eq. [1], sys/cs

2/3 is found to be 1138 MPa. This is
about 2.5 times the value reported byLeyson et al.[54] who
used interaction energies calculated from Kohn-Sham
density functional theory (DFT). We attribute the large
difference in the interaction energies to a difference in
the atomic misfit volume and subsequently the dilute
heat of solution. Specifically, the misfit volume of a
substitutional Cu atom in an Al lattice with the Al-Cu
potential used here is �7.5 Å3, whereas DFT predicts a
value of �5.6 Å3. Considering that the strain energy
associated with the misfit volume is a significant
contributor to the dilute heat of solution of Cu in Al,
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the dilute heat of solution shows a similar trend, i.e.,
�0.1807 eV for the Al-Cu potential used here, �0.08 eV
from DFT, and �0.14 eV from the CALPHAD data-
base.[59] A comparison with experiments[60,61] suggests
that the true value of sys/cs

2/3 is between the DFT
prediction and our own empirical potential-based pre-
diction, and likely much closer to the DFT value.
However, the results of[17] do clearly show a stronger
strength dependence, sys/cs

2/3, on solute concentration
than the DFT prediction, indicative of the challenge
associated with predicting solute hardening.

Another potential source of error in our calculation of
sys is the choice of wc, which we chose to match the
splitting distance of the dislocation core, 1.0 nm.
Because this choice is somewhat flexible in nature,[54]

we have examined the dependence of sys on wc. Upon
increasing wc;DEb increases and sys decreases. For wc

varying from 0.8 nm to 1.4 nm, DEb increases from
2.13 eV to 4.09 eV. This reduces sys to 923 MPa at
wc = 0.8 nm from 1346 MPa at wc = 1.4 nm. In addi-
tion to bounding the error, these results indicate the
importance of the dislocation core splitting distance, a
characteristic that often varies between material models,
e.g., DFT and empirical potentials.

The critical shear stress at which a dislocation moves
through a field of randomly positioned solute atoms,
sys, can, in principle, be computed directly from mechan-
ically loaded atomistic simulations.[58] Such calculations
are computationally expensive due to the sensitivity of sys
on the random positions of the solute atoms in the limited
spatial dimensions accessible to atomistic simulation.
This requires many realizations of solute fields to obtain
sys to a reasonable precision. Initially, we planned to
compute sys in this way. The effort began with a
validation of the mechanically loaded simulation setup
by reproducing previously published results involving Al-
Mg solute hardening.[58] Then, Al-Cu solute hardening
was examined. However, in the Al-Cu case, erroneously
large strengths were obtained, sys/cs

2/3 = 8,520 MPa. This
motivated us to use the semi-analytic model presented in
this section. Considering that the semi-analytic model
provides more reasonable results, the high value of sys
measured from direct simulations can be attributed to a
feature of the Al-Cu potential not included in the semi-
analytic model, such as non-equilibrium state energetics,
e.g., bond breaking energetics.

In summary, the solute hardening work performed
here emphasizes two points. The first is that the misfit
volume and heat of solution are important fitting
parameters when designing an interatomic potential
that can accurately predict solute hardening, noting
that this point is generally consistent with traditional
wisdom. The second is that characteristics beyond misfit
volume and heat of solution can also significantly affect
solute hardening, as made evident when comparing
direct simulation results with the semi-analytic model.
With respect to the ultimate goal of this work, atomistic-
based age hardening predictions, we will use the results
obtained from the semi-analytic modeling of sys, while
remaining cognizant of shortfalls of the Al-Cu potential
identified here.

IV. MACROSCOPIC STRENGTH MODELING

While sys represents the critical resolved shear stress
(CRSS) for a dislocation to propagate through a field of
randomly positioned solute atoms, sci represents the
CRSS for a dislocation to overcome a periodic array of
identical precipitates (the subscript i has been added to
the value previously referred to as sc to denote the
instance corresponding to a specific precipitate type, size,
orientation, offset, and spacing). Accordingly, a precip-
itation strengthening contribution more relevant to a real
material is the CRSS required for a dislocation to
propagate through a field of precipitates with different
types, sizes, orientations, offsets, and random positions,
syp. Here, we use a discrete dislocation model governed
by continuum line tension mechanics[48] to compute syp.
Taking as input sci ’s from the atomistic simulations, syp is
then the value of CRSS at which a dislocation traverses a
field of precipitates in the discrete dislocation model. The
discrete dislocation model is used to generate a set of syp
values corresponding to different time points during age
hardening. To generate continuous aging curves, the
values generated at discrete time points from the discrete
dislocation model are interpolated using a standard
analytic model with a single fitting parameter. Keeping
the fitting parameter constant, we then examine the
effects of Cu concentration, aging temperature, and the
role of thermal activation during mechanical testing.
The continuum line tension–discrete dislocation mod-

eling performed here is based on the algorithm originally
devised by[62] and most recently employed for point
obstacles by.[63–65] Briefly, the algorithm consists of
representing a dislocation line in a field of precipitates
by a series of circular segments connecting the precip-
itates that the dislocation is in contact with. The
segments have a circular radius of curvature, R ¼ Gb

2sapp
;

that is a function of the applied resolved shear stress,
sapp (Figure 7). As sapp is increased, the dislocation
segments bow further and can come in contact with
other precipitates, creating two segments out of one.
The propagation of the dislocation line is controlled by
its detachment from precipitates. This occurs when one
of two conditions are met: (1) a precipitate is connected
to a segment that has a radius of curvature less than half
the distance between the two precipitates to which it is
attached, i.e., a segment of the dislocation becomes
mechanical unstable, or (2) the angle at which a
dislocation segment(s) connects to a precipitate reaches
a critical value.
The critical bowing angle, /ci , is the means by which

the strength, sci , of a specific dislocation-precipitate
interaction, i, measured in atomistic simulation is pro-
vided as an input into the discrete dislocation model. We
note that while dislocation self-interaction is not explic-
itly included in the continuum line tension model, the
effect is implicitly included in the value of sci extracted
from the atomistic modeling. For the model to mean-
ingfully simulate plate precipitates, two definitions of
angle and critical angle are required (Figure 7). The first
(/̂) corresponds to the case when the dislocation is only
in contact with one edge of the plate, which is equivalent
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to the point obstacle case. The second (/) corresponds
to the case when the dislocation is interacting with both
edges of the precipitate. In both cases, once the bowing
angle has reached the critical angle at an edge of the
precipitate, the precipitate is considered inactive. The
critical bowing angle for a specific interaction is related
to /ci via /ci ¼ 2 cos�1ðsci L̂i=GbÞ and /̂ci ¼ cos�1

ðsci L̂i=GbÞ for the two cases, respectively. L̂i represents
the precipitate spacing in the atomistic simulation cell in
which /ci is measured. An initial validation of the
implementation was performed on a system composed
of periodic arrays of precipitates consisting of identical
interactions, i.e., syp ¼ sci .

The super-Orowan strengths associated with 60 deg
dislocation-h¢¢ precipitate interactions pose a specific
challenge as they correspond to sci L̂i=Gb>1 leading to
imaginary critical angles. To accommodate this, we
use an artificially high value of Gb = 22.6 N/m in the
discrete dislocation simulations. This allows a mean-
ingful critical bowing angle to be defined for the 60
deg dislocation-h¢¢ precipitate interactions, while only
mildly influencing the simulation results (<5 pct
error).

Consistent with previous discrete dislocation studies
of dislocation-point obstacle interactions,[63] syp is found
to depend on the simulation cell size. Considering that
the propagation of the dislocation line is controlled by
the weakest pinning point along its length, syp decreases
with dislocation length and increases with glide distance
(noting that syp is the CRSS at which the dislocation
traverses the entire simulation cell). In the simulations
performed here, the cell sizes are chosen such that the
measured value of syp is within 5 pct of the value that
would be obtained if the simulation cell dimensions
matched the grain size, based on our own experience
and Nogaret and Rodney.[63]

The simulation cell of the discrete dislocation model
was populated with precipitates, both GP zones and h¢¢
precipitates, following the sizes and densities suggested
by the precipitate growth kinetics model that will be
described in the next section. The orientation and offset
of the precipitates were distributed uniformly in the
simulation cell. The precipitates were positioned ran-
domly under the constraint that they neither touch each
other nor have centers within 0.3 (wi+wj), where wi and
wj are the projected diameters of precipitates i and
j, respectively. This approach is qualitatively consistent

with the physics of the precipitation process[66] and
simplifies the dislocation dynamics algorithm.
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, the

discrete dislocation model is employed to evaluate syp at
a set of time points during the aging process corre-
sponding to a single set of aging parameters, i.e., Cu
concentration and aging temperature. The points are
then fit to an aging curve following a standard analytic
expression with a single fitting parameter. This approach
not only serves to limit the computational expense of the
discrete dislocation model (the algorithm has not been
optimized) but also, more importantly, provides a
simple and effective means to estimate age hardening
from the strength contributions of individual compo-
nents. Specifically, at a given aging time, we consider the
total resolved shear strength of a field of precipitates syp
to be

syp ¼ g
XN

i¼1
sci

L̂i

Li

 !a" #1=a
½2�

where the index i cycles through all precipitate types and
orientations present in the material. L̂i represents the
precipitate spacing used in the atomistic simulation to
calculate sci , while Li represents the spacing between
precipitates with characteristics i in the microstructure.
g is a fitting parameter that accounts for the collective
effect of offset, random precipitate positions, and the
interactions between the various precipitates that are not
included in the summation. Due to the dense micro-
structure of precipitates studied here, we choose a = 2
consistent with the recent work of.[65]

Once syp is obtained for a given distribution of
precipitates (whether using the analytic or the discrete
dislocation model), the combined strengthening due to
both precipitates and solutes can then be written as

sa
y ¼ sa

ys þ sa
yp ½3�

Consistent with the Dong et al.[65] analysis and the
relatively high density of precipitates studied here, we
again use a = 2 to combine solute strengthening with
precipitate strengthening.
The total strength of an Al-Cu alloy results from the

dislocation motion being inhibited not only by Cu solute
atoms and precipitates but also by grain boundaries,
other dislocations, and other crystallographic and

Fig. 7—Schematic illustration of key components of dislocation line tension modeling. Here, a dislocation is pinned by 3 plate precipitates. Be-
tween pinning points, it bows out by a radius R. The two measures of angle that dictate precipitate strength in the model are shown.
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chemical obstacles. The strengthening contribution from
these miscellaneous obstacles, ry0 = 20 MPa, is con-
sidered to be constant in this work, i.e., independent of
aging time, temperature, and Cu concentration. Thus,
we consider the uniaxial yield strength of a polycrystal-
line Al-Cu alloy as

ry ¼ ry0 þ Tsy ½4�

where T is the Taylor factor which for FCC material is
T = 3.06.[67–69] It is notable that this value of Taylor
factor is usually considered as the upper limit and may
yield somewhat higher hardness predictions.

In the most heavily referenced experimental studies on
Al-Cu age hardening,[17] which we will compare to in
this work, strengthening is expressed in terms of Viker’s
hardness, which is related to uniaxial yield strength by

Hv ¼ cvpry ½5�

where cvp is a constant determined by geometrical
factors during experimentation and usually ranges
between 2 and 4. Here, we use cvp = 3.0*.

V. PRECIPITATE KINETICS MODELING

The kinetics of the precipitation process in Al-Cu
alloys is complicated by the existence of several precip-
itate phases, i.e., GP zones, h¢¢, h¢, and h precipitates, as
outlined in the introduction. As a simplification, we
ignore the existence of h¢ and h precipitates in this work
under the assumption that they only contribute signif-
icantly to the overaged material behavior which is not
the focus. While ab-initio investigations into the kinetics
of Cu precipitation in Al are available in the litera-
ture,[70] we were not able to find any existing models that
capture the transition from solute to GP zones and h¢¢
precipitates simultaneously. Thus, we model the precip-
itation kinetics in this work by piecing together several
popular analytic models with the primary goal of
simplistically capturing the key phenomena relative to
the mechanics modeling.

Following classical theory of phase transformation
kinetics,[71,72] the precipitate concentration, cp(t), at time
t relative to the equilibrium concentration of precipi-
tates, cpe, is taken to follow the Johnson, Mehl, and
Avrami (JMA) equation,

fpðtÞ ¼
cpðtÞ
cpe
¼ 1� expð�k1tnÞ; ½6�

where k1 is the rate constant at the prescribed aging
temperature and n is the transformation exponent. The
equilibrium precipitate concentration is expressed as
cpe = c � cse, where c is the total Cu concentration in
the alloy and cse is the equilibrium solute concentration
at a given temperature. cse is obtained by linearly

interpolating the solute equilibrium concentrations of
0.1 wt pct Cu at 373 K (100 �C) and 0.2 wt pct Cu at
473 K (200 �C), as reported in Hornbogen[73] and
Massalski.[74] Recent first-principles investigations[70]

support the applicability of Eq. [6] for Al-Cu alloys
with n = 1.5, which is followed here.
Ignoring the overaged precipitates, the JMA equation

is also used to describe the concentration of h¢¢ precip-
itates, ch¢¢, relative to the total precipitate concentration

f00hðtÞ ¼
c00hðtÞ
cpðtÞ

¼ 1� expð�k2tnÞ ½7�

with k2 being a second-rate constant related to the rate
at which Cu atoms belonging to GP zones become
associated with h¢¢ precipitates. When k1 � k2, k1
controls the rate of formation of GP zones and k2
controls the rate of formation of h¢¢ precipitates. When
k2 � k1, GP zones do not form and k1 controls the rate
of formation of h¢¢ precipitates. The model’s ability to
capture these key phenomena makes it sufficient for the
objectives of this paper.
The total number of GP zones is assumed to be fixed,

allowing theGP zone diameter at time t to be expressed as

DGPðtÞ ¼ DGPð ÞmaxfGP
1=2ðtÞ ½8�

where fGP (t) = 1 � fh¢¢ (t) and DGPð Þmax corresponds to
the maximum GP zone diameter which we take as
10 nm.[16]

Following experimental observation,[16] h¢¢ precipi-
tates are assumed to have a constant diameter for
fp < 0.8. When fp ‡ 0.8, Ostwald ripening of h¢¢ precip-
itates is included with their diameter evolving according
to the Wagner rule[75]

D2
h00 � Dh00ð Þ2min¼ k3ðt� t0Þ ½9�

where Dh00ð Þmin¼ 8 nm and t0 corresponds to the time at
which fp = 0.8. k3 represents the rate of the ripening
process and is considered the third fitting parameter of
the kinetics model. With k3 being a fitting parameter, the
exact choice of t0 is not influential so long as it
corresponds to a high fp value.
For plate precipitates with uniformly distributed

offsets, the average distance, Li, between precipitate
centers of a particular type and orientation, i, is[76]

Li ¼ 0:931ð0:306pDihi=fiÞ1=2 ½10�

where hi, Di, and fi represent the thickness, diameter,
and relative concentration of the precipitates with
characteristics, i, respectively.

VI. AGE HARDENING PREDICTION OF AL-4
WT PCT CU AGED AT 383 K (110 �C)

Before applying the model to age hardening predic-
tion, the precipitation kinetics rate constants k1, k2, and
k3 must be determined. While ideally these values should
correspond directly to results from precipitation kinetics
experiments, e.g., Yan[77] and Starink et al.,[43] we are
not aware of this information for the age hardening

*Note that while Hv is usually measured in kgf/mm2, ry is in MPa.
Therefore, one needs to divide the right hand side of Eq. [5] by
g = 9.807 to get hardness in the units of Vicker’s Pyramid Number
(VPN).
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experiments to which we compare our model.[17] Thus,
the rate constants k1, k2, and k3 are chosen so that the
distinguishing features of the age hardening curve for
Al-4 wt pct Cu aged at Tage = 383 K (110 �C) match
experiments. Specifically, k1 is chosen so that the GP
zone concentration starts saturating at t = 3.5 days; k2,
which controls the transformation from GP zones to h¢¢
precipitates, is chosen so that the strength plateau ends
at t = 20 days; and k3, which controls the rate of
coarsening of h¢¢ precipitates, is chosen so that the peak
hardness occurs at t = 230 days. Accordingly,
k1 = 2.0 9 10�8/s, k2 = 1.9 9 10�11/s, and k3 = 2.4
10�3 Å2/s for Al-4 wt pct Cu aged at Tage = 383 K
(110 �C). The evolution of the concentrations of solute,
GP zones, and h¢¢ precipitates is given in Figure 8(a),
and the evolution of the precipitate diameters and
effective spacings is giving in Figures 8(b)) and (c),
respectively. The relative concentrations of each con-
stituent correspond well with the diffraction observa-
tions[17] and are in accordance with traditional
understanding. With the kinetics rate constants known,
Li can be computed for the various precipitate types for
use in the analytic model and the microstructure can be
constructed for the discrete dislocation model as
described in Section IV. Two images of representative
microstructures used in the line tension simulations are
shown in Figure 9. The offsets of the precipitates in the
slip plane were uniformly distributed.

Ten discrete dislocation line tension simulations were
performed at various aging times for microstructures
corresponding to Al-4 wt pct Cu aged at Tage = 383 K
(110 �C). The minimum size of the dislocation dynamics
model was taken as 0.6 9 0.6~lm2. The solute hardening
contribution is added to the discrete dislocation results,
Eq. [2], and the resultant sy’s are shown in Figure 10. At
aging times of 400 days and 1000 days, two realizations
were performed to highlight the variation due to the
randomness in precipitate microstructure. Fitting the free
parameter in the analytic model to the data points
generated with the discrete dislocation model, i.e., setting
g = 0.64 in Eq. [2], reveals the shape of the well-known
Al-Cu aging curve demonstrating both a plateau and
peak in strength with aging. For comparison, the analytic
model predictions with g = 0.60 and g = 0.70 are also
plotted. It is interesting to point out that a constant value
of g provides a relatively accurate approximation across
the entire range of microstructures that exist during
aging. This observation provides justification for our use
of the same value of g at different aging temperatures and
Cu concentrations.

In addition to enabling quick predictions of age
hardening by avoiding discrete dislocation simulations,
the analytic model allows the contribution of individual
constituents to be assessed. Figure 10 shows that the
initial increase in strength with aging is associated with
an increase in GP zone strengthening consistent with
experiment.[17] The increase in strength as Cu atoms
transfer from solute to GP zones is a result of
@syGP

@cGP
>

@sys
@cs
; where cGP represents the concentration of

Cu belonging to GP zones and syGP represents the total
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Fig. 8—Precipitation kinetics of age hardening for Al-4 wt pct Cu at
Tage = 383 K (110 �C): (a) evolution of precipitate and solute con-
centrations, (b) evolution of average precipitate diameter, and (c)
evolution of average center-to-center precipitate spacing.
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strengthening due to GP zones. The inequality (see
Appendix D) shows that strength will increase as Cu
atoms transfer from solute to GP zones until
cGP > 0.66cs

7/12, at which point further transfer produces
a decrease in strength (for the Al-4 wt pct Cu alloy aged
at 383 K (110 �C)).

The second increase in strength, beginning at ~30 days
of aging time, is due to both an increase in the
concentration and size of h¢¢ precipitates, consistent
with experiment.[17] In general, the GP zone to h¢¢

precipitate transformation would be expected to bring a
strength increase when sch00

i

>scGPi

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Dh00=DGP

p
; consid-

ering Eqs. [B1] and [10], where scGPi
and sch00

i

represent
values of sci from the atomistic simulations detailed in
Section II with a consistent simulation cell size. While
the diameters of the two precipitate types evolve during
the transformation, at its peak, ~9 nm GP zones
transform to ~15 nm h¢¢ precipitates. This sufficiently
satisfies the inequality given above.
The increasing size of the h¢¢ precipitates is governed

by the coarsening law, Eq. [8]. As the precipitates
coarsen, they individually provide greater resistance to
dislocation glide (Figures 3, 5); however, the individual
strengthening is counteracted by an increase in precip-
itate spacing (Eq. [10]) which reduces their collective
effect (Figure 2). In general, for plate precipitates,
coarsening leads to strengthening when @ ln sc

@ lnD> 1
2 : Here,

the results of Figure 5 combined with Eq. [2] predict
that coarsening will strengthen when Dh00i

< 15 nm.
Thus, the strengthening observed in Figure 10 after 100
days of aging can be solely attributed to the transfor-
mation of Cu from GP zones to h¢¢ precipitates, as
coarsening is detrimental to strength when Dh00i

> 15 nm.
After a majority of precipitates have transformed into

h¢¢ precipitates at ~300 days, the strength of Al-4 wt pct
Cu decreases with time as coarsening is the only active
precipitate evolution mechanism. At ~1000 days of
aging at 383 K (110 �C), h¢¢ precipitates would grow to
the size where h¢ precipitate formation would be
expected. Considering the dislocation interaction mech-
anisms observed for h¢¢ precipitates, it is reasonable to
assume that h¢ precipitates would have similar strengths.
Thus, we hypothesize that the formation of h¢ precip-
itates (not considered in the model) in the later stages of

Fig. 9—Snapshots of dislocation line tension model for Al-4 wt pct Cu alloy aged at Tage = 383 K (110 �C): (a) underaged, 1 day, (b) at opti-
mum hardness, 230 days. The blue line segments represent sections of precipitates which intersect the slip plane. The black line represents the
dislocation and the red circles represent its contact points with the precipitates.
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aging would expedite the rate of softening relative to the
current model.

VII. EFFECT OF Cu CONCENTRATION AND
AGING TEMPERATURE

The aging temperature and the Cu concentration are
two key parameters that are often adjusted to tailor
alloy performance. Both affect strength via precipitation
kinetics and equilibrium concentrations. In this section,
these effects are examined within the modeling frame-
work developed in the previous sections. First, the
effects of Cu concentration are discussed, then aging
temperature. The rate, k1, at which Cu atoms transform
from solute to GP zones in a solutionized and then
quenched Al-Cu alloy is a complex function of the Cu
concentration. k1 depends on the homogeneous nucle-
ation rate of GP zones and the GP zone growth rate.
The factors affecting k1 are discussed in[43,72,78] with a
first-order estimate derived as

k1 ¼ k10ðc� cseÞ2:5 exp �
Eeff

kBTage

� �
½11�

where k10 is a constant, c is the initial concentration of
Cu in solute in the quenched alloy, cse is the equilib-
rium solute concentration, kB is the Boltzmann con-
stant, and Eeff is an effective activation energy barrier
for the process, which is a function of the activation
energy barrier for diffusion and the activation energy
barrier for GP zone nucleation. Here, we assume that
k2 takes a similar form to k1. The rate constant for
coarsening, k3, is expected to take a different form.
Following Wagner[75] (see page 21 of[79]),

k3 ¼
64KVa

81kBTage
cse; ½12�

where Va is the atomic volume of Cu. The constant K
includes the diffusion coefficient of Cu in bulk Al and
the precipitate-matrix interface energy density. It can be

written in the form K ¼ K0 exp � Ew
eff

kBTage

� �
with K0 being

a constant and Eeff
w being the corresponding effective

activation energy barrier.
Figure 11 depicts the age hardening curves from the

model with g = 0.64. The variation of the curves with
Cu content (2.5 to 4.5 wt pct) displays the same
qualitative features as observed in experiment.[17] The
aging time to the first strength plateau and the time to
the peak hardness increase with decreasing Cu content.
The strength level along the entire aging curve and the
values associated with the plateau and the peak decrease
with decreasing Cu content. Quantitatively, the change
in strength with concentration is reasonably consistent
with the experiment. However, at short aging times (~ a
few hours), the ratio between the 2.5 and 4.5 wt pct
strengths is considerably different than the experiment.
While this difference could be due to not considering
thermally activated plasticity in the model, it might also
be indicative of a varying value of ry0 with solute

concentration and inaccuracies in the solute hardening
model.
A more pronounced disagreement between the model

predictions shown in Figure 11 and the experimental
data[17] is associated with the width of the strength
plateau, i.e., the duration of aging time for which the
strength is approximately constant. The experimental
data display a decreasing strength plateau width with
decreasing Cu concentration on the standard semi-log
aging plot. The decrease in the strength plateau width is
driven by slower GP zone precipitation at decreased Cu
concentrations (noting that the aging time to the end of
the strength plateau is governed by h¢¢ precipitate
formation which is more mildly affected by Cu concen-
tration both in our model, Figure 11, and experi-
ments[17]). At concentrations below 2.5 wt pct Cu, a
strength plateau no longer exists in the experiments. This
occurrence is in accordance with the GP zone solvus
concentration at 383 K (110 �C).[74] The linear scaling of
the GP zone formation rate kinetics model used here does
not predict the rate going to zero as the solvus concen-
tration is approached. This represents a shortcoming of
the current kinetics modeling formulation. In future
work, it would make sense to formulate the kinetics in a
manner that is consistent with the thermodynamic
stability of the precipitate phases. One way to avoid this
heuristic approach would be to perform a first-principles-
based prediction of the formation of the precipitate
phases at given temperature and solute concentration,
similar to the study reported by Wang et al.,[70] which is
out of the scope of the present work. With the current
model, the creation of a qualitatively accurate aging
curve at concentrations below 2.5 wt pct Cu can only be
created by explicitly prohibiting GP zone formation, as
was done in Figure 11.
The effect of aging temperature on the age hardening

curve has also been examined by modeling the aging
process at 403 K (130 �C) and 438 K (165 �C) (Figure 12).
The temperature scaling of the kinetics rate constants
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associated with GP zone nucleation and growth, h¢¢
precipitate nucleation and growth, and h¢¢ coarsening was
obtained from Eqs. [11] and [12] with estimated values of
the effective activation energies. As a whole, the aging
process in Al-Cu alloys is typically associated with an
activation energy ranging from 0.78 to 1.35 eV via differ-
ential scanning calorimetry (DSC) experiments.[43,80,81]

However, more recent DSC work by Bassani et al.[82] has
been able to specifically associate calorimetric data withGP
zone and h¢¢ formation. Here, we will use their values of
0.57 eV for GP zone formation and 0.86 eV for h¢¢
precipitate formation. In the absence of data, we use
0.86 eV for coarsening as well.

For the 4 wt pct Cu alloy, increasing the aging
temperature from 383 K (110 �C) to 403 K (130 �C)
accelerates the aging process by accelerating the forma-
tion, growth, and coarsening of precipitates as seen in
Figure 12. The acceleration of the entire aging curve
over this temperature range is consistent with experi-
mental observations.[17] In the range of parameters
investigated here, the peak strength is a function of the
correspondence between the h¢¢ precipitate formation
rate and the coarsening rate, as well as the amount of Cu
available for precipitation. All three are affected by
aging temperature. Nonetheless, only slight changes in
the peak strength are observed in the model between
383 K (110 �C) and 403 K (130 �C) aging temperatures,
consistent with experimental observations.

For 4 wt pct Cu, the GP zone solvus temperature is
approximately Tsolvus = 423 K (150 �C).[74] Therefore,
aging above 423 K (150 �C) will not produce GP zones,
leading to aging curves that do not display strength
plateaus.[17] The current model as formulated does not
capture this feature as the kinetics modeling predicts GP
zone formation at all realistic aging temperatures. In
future efforts, this inconsistency could be addressed
using a kinetics modeling that accounts for the thermo-
dynamic stability of precipitate phases, as performed
in[70] using first-principles calculations.

Noting this deficiency in the model, we produced an
aging curve at 438 K (165 �C) (Figure 12) by explicitly

prohibiting the growth of GP zones. The qualitative
features of the curve agree with experiment,[17] with the
exception of the kink that exists at 14 days of aging time.
The kink results from the sudden start of coarsening
kinetics in our model when 80 pct of the Cu atoms has
transformed from solute to precipitates. Obviously, the
abrupt start of coarsening in the model is unrealistic.
Further, the model predicts the formation of unrealis-
tically large h¢¢ precipitates, (diameters larger than
100 nm). In reality these large h¢¢ precipitates would
transform into tetragonal h¢ precipitates.[17] Experimen-
tal observations suggest that optimum hardness occurs
for 4 wt pct Cu aged at 438 K (165 �C) during the
transition from h¢¢ to h¢ precipitate formation.[17]

VIII. ROLE OF THERMAL ACTIVATION AND
DIRECT COMPARISON TO EXPERIMENT

The age hardening predictions presented in the
previous sections significantly overpredicted alloy hard-
ness because they ignored the role of thermal activation
in dislocation-precipitate and dislocation-solute interac-
tions. Specifically, the predictions were formulated
directly from atomistic simulations of dislocation-pre-
cipitate interactions conducted at zero temperature and
an analytic solute hardening model that did not include
temperature and strain rate effects. The aim of this
section is to interpret the athermal predictions relative to
typical experimental conditions, i.e., T � 300 �K and
_c � 10�3/s.[28]

While thermal activation is thought to play a signif-
icant role in dislocation-solute interactions, its signifi-
cance in dislocation-precipitate interactions is unclear. A
collection of experiments suggests that precipitate
strengthening is relatively independent of thermal acti-
vation,[23,26,83] while others show evidence to the con-
trary.[28,84] We note that the study by[28] is of particular
significance in that it examined underaged Al-Cu alloys
with large populations of GP zones and h¢¢ precipitates.
Atomistic simulations have not necessarily clarified the
issue. Bacon and coworkers’ simulations[33,40] suggest
that precipitate strengths are significantly affected by
thermal activation with 300 K strengths differing by a
factor of 1.5 to 2.0 compared to 0 K, while[85] report that
dislocation-nanovoid interactions are largely tempera-
ture independent (noting that there are many similarities
between dislocation-void and dislocation-precipitate
interactions).
Here, thermal activation is investigated using the

same underlying framework and assumptions for both
solute and precipitation hardening. The applied load s is
related to plastic strain rate _c in the presence of thermal
activation[54,84] by

s
sinst
¼ 1� kBT

DE0
ln

_c0
_c

� �2=3

: ½13�

where sinst is the load at which the thermally activated
events occur instantaneously and DE0 is the activation
energy barrier. For the sake of completeness, the above
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Fig. 12—0 K hardness vs aging time predictions for Al-4 wt pct Cu
aged at different temperatures.
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relation is derived in Appendix E. For solute hardening,
the energy barrier, DE0; follows directly from Eq. [C6] of
the semi-analytic solute hardening model. Thus, the only
unknown parameter is _c0; which represents the plastic
strain rate that would occur if the controlling thermally
activated events were to happen instantaneously. Here,
we take _c0 ¼ 104 consistent with Leyson et al.,[54] noting
that this is a physically reasonable value, considering the
mobile dislocation density in Al-Cu alloys, qm�1010/
m2[86]; the velocity of a free dislocation in Al at the yield
stress v � 1 nm/ps,[87] and the relation _c ¼ qmbv.

[88]

Using T = 300 K, DE0 ¼ 2:78 eV, _c ¼ 10�3/s, and
_c0 ¼ 104/s, a thermal activation correction factor of
s/sinst = 0.72 is obtained for solute hardening.

For precipitate hardening, the unloaded energy bar-
rier is not readily extractable from the 0 K simulations
preformed in Section II. It must either be measured
directly using a chain of states method[89] or inferred
from a set of direct molecular dynamics simula-
tions.[90,91] In this work, we have taken the latter
approach. The investigation focused specifically on a
60 deg interaction between an edge dislocation and a
4.4 nm diameter GP zone, as studied in Section II–A.
The molecular dynamics simulation cell size in the Z
directions was L�7.8 nm. At each fixed load, multiple
molecular dynamics simulations were performed at
T = 300 K with different initial random velocity seeds.
The simulation time before the dislocation overcame the
GP zone is shown in Figure 13. At a fixed load, the
mean time, �t; for the dislocation to overcome the GP
zone is the inverse of the rate, ~m; associated with the
thermally activated event. Accordingly, the data in
Figure 13 can be described by Eqs. [E1] and [E2]. The
best fit is obtained with DE0 ¼ 0:98 eV and
~m0 ¼ 1=�t0 ¼ 4:25� 1010/s. With DE0 in hand, Eq. [13]
can be used to predict a thermal activation correction
factor for a specific temperature and strain rate as was
done for solute hardening. Using T = 300 K,
DE0 ¼ 0:98 eV, _c ¼ 10�3/s, and _c0 ¼ 104/s, a factor of

s/sinst = 0.44 was obtained. Interestingly, this suggests
that thermal activation plays a more significant role in
this dislocation-GP zone interaction than in solute
hardening.
The thermal activation correction factor computed

above is assumed to apply to all dislocation-precipitate
interactions considered in the age hardening model. This
assumption was required in light of our finite compu-
tational and human resources and is not necessarily
consistent with previous experimental[28] and atomistic
simulation[39] results which indicate that the role of
thermal activation is highly specific to the particular
features of individual dislocation-precipitate interac-
tions. An additional assumption implicit to the gener-
ation of finite temperature aging curves is that the effect
of thermal activation on individual dislocation-precip-
itate interactions is proportional to the effect of thermal
activation on an entire glide plane with a collection of
dislocations and precipitates. We point the interested
reader to Xu and Picu[64] for further discussion of this
point.
Utilizing the thermal activation correction factor for

both solute and precipitate hardening, age hardening
predictions for both 4 and 4.5 wt pct Cu aged at
Tage = 383 K (110 �C) and deformed at T = 300 K
(27 �C) with a strain rate of 10�3/s have been produced.
The curves are directly compared to the experimental
data from[17] in Figure 14. Overall, the model predic-
tions are found to agree very well with experiments
considering the number and complexity of ingredients
involved in the model and the lack of mechanics fitting
parameters. The agreement of the strength plateau and
peak strength is particularly noteworthy in light of the
significant assumptions noted in the previous paragraph.
The most significant discrepancy between the model
predictions and the experimental curves involves the
effect of Cu concentration on strength at the earliest
aging times. As with the athermal predictions in Section
III, the solute hardening model underpredicts this effect.
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IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Significant improvements in computational power
and methodologies[54,92] in the last decade have led to
unparalleled advancements in the quest to quantitatively
connect mechanical behavior to underlying atomic-scale
processes. Nonetheless, a direct prediction of age
hardness solely from atomistic principles has remained
a formidable challenge. As a step toward this goal, the
work presented here strives to connect atomic-scale
strengthening mechanisms to the age hardening behav-
ior of Al-Cu alloys using a hierarchical multiscale
approach. Other than the fitting of the interatomic
potential to experimental and electronic structure sim-
ulation data, which was done externally to this work by
other authors, the mechanical modeling did not involve
any free parameters. To capture the complex micro-
structural evolution of an Al-Cu alloy (Cu solute! GP
zones ! h¢¢ precipitates), simple kinetics models from
the literature were utilized. The kinetics modeling
involved three fitting parameters which governed the
rate at which the precipitates formed, grew, and
coarsened. The fitting parameters were chosen so that
key features of the aging curve aligned in time with
experimental data for 4 wt pct Cu aged at 383 K
(110 �C). Overall, the strength values of the predicted
aging curve corresponded remarkably well with exper-
imental data. Considering the scale of the model and
lack of mechanical fitting parameters, its general agree-
ment with experiment is remarkable. With that said, the
primary value of this effort is not that the model
reproduced experimental data, but what was learned in
the quest to do so.

At the lowest scale of the model, the atomistic
simulations of dislocation–GP zone and dislocation–h¢¢
precipitate interactions revealed significant complexity
beyond textbook understanding. Full dislocation loop-
ing, full dislocation cutting, and leading partial cutting
with trailing partial looping were observed depending
upon the details of the interaction. Contrary to tradi-
tional wisdom, dislocation looping occurred in some
interactions involving very small precipitates. However,
the lack of thermal activation and the validity of the
interatomic potential motivate caution when connecting
this observation to a real Al-Cu alloy deformed at room
temperature. Precipitate cutting occurred by an unzip-
ping mechanism, which is not considered in many
traditional models for precipitate strengthening. On the
whole, the variety and complexity of the dislocation-
precipitate interactions complicate continuum precipi-
tate strengthening predictions and motivate atomistic
analysis.

Precipitate strengthening was found to scale quite well
with the simple 1/L relation even when L was compa-
rable to the precipitate diameter. This suggested that
more sophisticated relations between L, D, and strength
may not always be warranted. In general, precipitate
strength was found to be higher for 60 deg dislocation-
precipitate interactions than for 0 deg interactions. The
maximum strength of dislocation-GP zone interactions
was found to be 0.35 and 0.55 of the theoretic
Orowan strength depending upon the orientation of

the interaction. The maximum strength of dislocation-h¢¢
precipitate interactions was found to be 0.50 and 1.75 of
the Orowan strength depending upon the orientation of
the interaction. The super-Orowan strengths of the
dislocation-h¢¢ precipitate interactions result from the
cross-slip of the bowed-out dislocation segments. Based
on observations of cross-slip strengthening in screw
dislocation-precipitate interactions in our previous
work,[39] we are uncertain of the existence of this
mechanism and the subsequent super-Orowan strengths
under ordinary experimental conditions. In this regard,
it is important to note that it is the cross-slip strength-
ening that makes larger (<15 nm) h¢¢ precipitates
significantly stronger than GP zones and thus leads to
the peak in the age hardening curve. If the Orowan
strength is taken as the maximum dislocation-precipitate
interaction strength in the model, the strength increase
due to the transition from GP zones to h¢¢ precipitates
would be small. This would produce an aging curve
qualitatively different from that observed in the exper-
iment, without the plateau-then-peak shape. Based on
our experience, two further studies would go a long way
toward illuminating this matter. First, a thorough
analysis of the role of thermal activation is needed for
the dislocation-h¢¢ precipitate interactions with super-
Orowan strengths. Second, both screw and edge dislo-
cations must be considered.
Our first attempt to model solute hardening involved

directly simulating the motion of a dislocation through a
field of solute atoms. The simulations resulted in an
unrealistically high athermal strength. This result was
attributed to a very high Al-Cu bond strength. So that
this outcome did not derail our effort, we then
attempted to predict solute hardening via a newly
developed semi-analytic solute hardening model that
uses atomistically computed Cu solute–edge dislocation
interaction energies as input. While these predictions
were still significantly larger than the corresponding
DFT values in the literature,[54] they were usable in the
age hardening model. Broadly, the solute hardening
section highlights the importance of both matrix-solute
bond strengths and dilute heat of solution energies in
interatomic potentials when solute hardening predic-
tions are desired.
While the formulation of the solute hardening model

directly provides the shear strength for a dislocation to
propagate through a field of solute atoms, the shear
stress required for a dislocation to propagate through a
field of precipitates requires additional consideration
beyond the atomistic studies of a dislocation interacting
with an equally spaced periodic array of identical
precipitates. Although a considerable amount of work
exists on this topic, the majority of the work has focused
on point precipitates rather than plates. This motivated
the construction of a continuum dislocation line model.
A particular challenge in employing the model involved
the incorporation of the super-Orowan strengths of the
dislocation h¢¢ precipitate interactions. This was over-
come using an artificially high value of G b in the model.
Parametric studies suggest that this induced an error of
less than 5 pct in the predictions. In addition to the
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continuum dislocation line model providing a means for
connecting the atomistic simulations of dislocation-
precipitate interactions with macroscopic strengths, it
illuminated the utility of simple analytic approaches at
doing the same. Specifically, we found that a quadratic
law addition of individual precipitate mean strengths
weighted by a knockdown factor can describe the
strength to propagate an edge dislocation on a slip
plane populated by a set of randomly positioned plate
precipitates with different offsets and strengths. A factor
of 0.64 was found to work reasonably well for the span
of the Al-Cu aging curve examined here.

To quantitatively compare the model to experiments,
thermally activated plasticity must be considered. This
task is straightforward with the semi-analytic solute
hardening model as it directly provides the energy
barrier associated with dislocation motion through a
field of solutes. However, for dislocation-precipitate
interactions, additional atomistic simulations are re-
quired at finite temperature. Focusing on a specific edge
dislocation-GP zone interaction, we found that thermal
activation can play a large role in this interaction with
the strength under typical experimental conditions, i.e.,
300 K and _c ¼ 10�3/s, being 44 pct of the athermal
strength. The generality of this result to other disloca-
tion-precipitate interactions is unclear, providing moti-
vation for further investigation.

Considering the development of the model in total
and the comparison of its predictions to experimental
age hardening curves, two substantial outstanding issues
exist. First, the initial alloy strengths predicted by the
model (due primarily to solute hardening) do not scale
as strongly with Cu concentration as experimental data.
Second, the plateau-then-peak behavior of the predicted
aging curve is the result of a cross-slip strengthening
mechanism that may not occur under ordinary exper-
imental conditions. Specifically, for the plateau-then-
peak to exist in the aging curve, the h¢¢ precipitate
strength must be significantly greater than the GP zone
strength. One way for the plateau-then-peak behavior to
exist, without the cross-slip super-Orowan strengthening
mechanism of h¢¢ precipitate interactions, would be for
the actual GP zone strengths to be lower than what our
atomistic simulations predict. This is plausible consid-
ering that the Al-Cu interactions are likely overpredicted
with the interatomic potential that we have used here, as
indicated from the solute hardening model. Thus, GP
cutting may be more prevalent than predicted, making
GP zone strengths significantly lower than the Orowan
strength of h¢¢ precipitates.

In general, this work highlights that mechanism-based
plasticity modeling is still faced with considerable
challenges of both breadth and depth. The complexity
of dislocation-precipitate interactions call for many
more simulations to be performed before the interac-
tions can be fully characterized. More broadly, the
characterization of the vast space of dislocation-grain
boundary interactions will likely prove even more
challenging. At the same time, more accurate (and most
likely computationally demanding) interatomic interac-
tion models are needed to obtain results that better
connect to relevant engineering alloys. Furthermore, the

effects of thermal activation must be considered, some-
thing which often requires a considerable amount of
additional computational cost and analysis beyond what
is required for athermal simulations. With that said,
computational methods and resources continue to
improve, making the above challenges appear evermore
surmountable in the future.
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APPENDIX A: ATOMISTIC MODELING
OF PRECIPITATION HARDENING

The atomistic simulations were carried out using the
freely available open source LAMMPS code.[93] The
code was modified to use a recently developed Al-Cu
empirical potential developed by Apostol and Mi-
shin.[57] The potential is an angular-dependent extension
of the embedded atom method (EAM)[94,95] where the
potential energy of the system is

Etot ¼
1

2

X

i;jðj6¼iÞ
UijðrijÞ þ

X

i

Fið�qiÞ þ
1

2

X

i;a

ðla
i Þ

2

þ 1

2

X

i;a;b

ðkab
i Þ

2 � 1

6

X

i

v2i : ½A1�

Indices i and j enumerate atoms and the superscripts
a, b = 1, 2, 3 refer to the Cartesian directions. The first
two terms, taken together, represent regular EAM
contributions, where Uij is the pair-interaction potential
and Fi is the embedding energy of atom i with �qi loosely
representing the electron density. The three remaining
terms represent the angular dependence through dipole
and quadrupole distortions. The details of the potential
can be found in Apostol and Mishin[57] and Mishin
et al.[95] We validated our implementation by comparing
relaxed cohesive energies, vacancy formation energies,
surfaces energies, heats of solution, and formation
energy for the h¢¢ (Al2Cu) phase with independent
values provided by Apostol and Mishin.[57] The simu-
lation cell (Figure A1) consisted of an FCC Al lattice,
bounded by �110

� �
; 111ð Þ; and 11�2

� �
faces in X, Y, and Z

directions, respectively. Periodic boundary conditions
were applied in the X and Z directions, and the Y
surfaces were used to apply the load. Starting from a
perfect lattice, a precipitate was created by simply
changing selected atom types to Cu. The continuum
displacement field of an edge dislocation was used to
create a dislocation in the center of the simulation cell
(X = Y = 0) with a line direction parallel to the Z axis
and the burgers vector ~b ¼ 1=2½�110�:
Because GP zones and h¢¢ precipitates only form on

{100}-type planes, there are only three physically rele-
vant orientations by which they interact with edge
dislocations, two of which are crystallographically
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equivalent. The Burgers vector of the edge dislocation
will either be at an angle of 60 deg from the precipitate
plane or be parallel to it (Figure 1). Thus, we will refer
to dislocation–precipitate interactions as either being 60
or being 0 deg in nature. As a simplification, we assume
that GP zones are monolayers of Cu atoms with a 100
pct Cu content, while h¢¢ precipitates are two Cu layers
separated by three Al layers.[14,16]

The minimum cell size was approximately 34 9
42 9 16 nm3 and contained approximately 1.4 million
atoms. For the simulations with large GP zones and h¢¢
precipitates, a larger cell size was used (with largest cell
size being approximately 68 9 44 9 64 nm3 consisting
of 11 million atoms). In all cases, box size studies were
performed to verify that simulation cell boundary forces
were negligible in the X and Y directions. The effect of
cell size in the Z direction will be discussed later;
however, we note that the cell sizes in the Z direction
that we explored are consistent with experimental
observations of GP zone and h¢¢ spacing.[17,28]

Prior to loading, NPT dynamics were performed for
50 ps to relax the system and alleviate out-of-balance
forces and net stresses. The system was then loaded in
shear by subjecting the atoms near the top and bottom Y
surfaces to a constant traction in the X direction given by

ftop ¼
sxyAxz

N
; fbottom ¼ �

sxyAxz

N
½A2�

for top and bottom Y surfaces, respectively, where sxy is
applied shear stress, Axz is the surface area, and N is the
number of atoms on the respective surfaces. The applied
shear stress was increased quasi-statically until the
dislocation breaks free from the precipitate. At each
load step of 5 MPa, non-linear conjugate gradient was
performed to minimize the out-of-balance forces to less
than 10�8 eV/Å.

APPENDIX B: ANALYTIC RELATIONS FOR
CRITICAL RESOLVED SHEAR STRENGTH

OF THE PRECIPITATE, sC

Assuming a fixed dislocation line tension, /c is an
intrinsic measure of the strength of the precipitate.
Using a simple line tension model and ignoring dislo-
cation self-interactions, the critical stress required for a
dislocation to shear a precipitate can be written as

sc ¼
2T

bL
cos ð/c=2Þ ½B1�

with T being the line tension of the dislocation. Note
that this relation suggests sc scales as 1/L.
In the limit of an impenetrable precipitate, the

dislocation will bow into a configuration with neigh-
boring segments on each side of the precipitate perpen-
dicular to the dislocations’ original glide direction, i.e.,
/c = 0. In this situation, the dislocation segments will
collapse via the Orowan looping mechanism,[49] with a
critical stress of

sOrowan
c ¼ 2T

bL
½B2�

From continuum elasticity theory, T � Gb2/2, where G
is the shear modulus of the matrix material. This leads
to sOrowan

c ¼ Gb
L and sc ¼ Gb

L cos ð/c=2Þ ¼ sOrowan
c

cos ð/c=2Þ for Orowan looping and shearing, respec-
tively. A simple modification is often used to extend
these relations into a domain where D is not negligible
with respect to L.[26]

sBHc ¼ Gb

L�Dp
cos ð/c=2Þ; ½B3�

with L � Dp representing the distance which is avail-
able between neighboring precipitate edges for the
dislocation to bow-out and Dp being the projected
cross-sectional diameter of the precipitate along the
dislocation line. Because the above expressions ignore
dislocation self-interactions, they overestimate precipi-
tate strengthening. Specifically, the attraction between
the two segments of dislocation on each side of the
precipitate will promote a more acute bowing angle as
well as Orowan looping before /c = 0 deg. A semi-
empirical expression incorporating self-interaction
effects has been given by Scattergood and Bacon[50] by
fitting to numerical results,

sSBc ¼
Gb

2pAL
lnðD�1 þ L�1Þ�1 þ B
h i

½B4�

(a)

(b)

Fig. A1—(a) Simulation cell with an edge dislocation and GP zone,
(b) 3 possible GP zone orientations with respect to the Burgers vec-
tor of the dislocation. Type A is referred to as a 0 deg interaction
while types B and C are considered equivalent and refered to as 60
deg interactions.
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where B is a fitting parameter and A = 1 when the
dislocation is initially pure edge and (1 � m) when pure
screw with m being the Poisson’s ratio.

APPENDIX C: DERIVATION OF SOLUTE
HARDENING

The model is built upon an interaction energy
function between a solute atom and a dislocation,
U(xi, yj), with xi and yj describing the position of the
lattice site of the solute atom with respect to a
dislocation with a line direction along the z-axis. Using
U(xi, yj), which is computed from atomistic simulation,
the change in energy associated with the movement of a
straight dislocation in a field of random solutes a
distance w in the direction x can be written as

DÊpðwÞ ¼
X

ij

nij Uðxi � w; yjÞ �Uðxi; yjÞ
� �

½C1�

where nij is an independent random variable represent-
ing the number of solute atoms at position (xi, yj)
along the dislocation line. Considering that the solute
locations are uncorrelated, the typical change in energy
associated with the movement of a straight segment of
dislocation of length, n, can be written using a correla-
tion function

vðw; yjÞ ¼
X

i

Uðxi � w; yjÞUðxi; yjÞ=
X

i

U2ðxi; yjÞ;

½C2�

as

DEpðn;wÞ ¼ �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
csnffiffiffi
3
p

b
2
X

i;j

f1� vðw; yjÞgU2ðxi; yjÞ
" #vuut

½C3�

with cs being the solute concentration. For a finite
w, only a finite region near the dislocation segment
needs to be considered to compute DEp:

The heterogeneity of the energy landscape experi-
enced by the dislocation promotes a curved dislocation
line. In the model, the curvature of the dislocation line
is approximated as a series of straight dislocation
segments of length n that exist at discrete increments
of w in the glide direction. The extra line energy due
to a segment of dislocation length n gliding a distance
w away from its neighboring segments can be written
as

DEelðn;wÞ ¼ C
w2L

4n2
½C4�

with C representing the line energy.
The total energy change associated with the glide of a

segment of dislocation from an originally straight
dislocation is the sum of its change in line energy and
change in interaction energy.

DEtotðn;wÞ ¼ DEel þ
DEpL

2n
½C5�

By minimizing this equation in terms of n and w, char-
acteristic length scales nc and wc can be obtained.
Considering that the strength-controlling energy bar-

riers to dislocation glide result from segments of
dislocation length nc that must move from a typical
favorable interaction energy fluctuation past a typical
unfavorable interaction energy fluctuation over a dis-
tance of wc while regaining the line energy DEelðnc;wcÞ;
the typical energy barrier to the glide of a dislocation
segment is

DEbðnc;wcÞ ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p

DEpðnc;wcÞ � DEelðnc;wcÞ ½C6�

Finally, assuming a sinusoidal energy profile with a
peak of DEb over a distance of wc provides the zero-
temperature shear stress needed to move a typical seg-
ment of dislocation forward,

sys ¼
p
2

DEb

bncwc
½C7�

APPENDIX D: HARDENING CONTRIBUTIONS

The strength of the Al-Cu alloy will increase as Cu

atoms transfer from solute to GP zones if
@syGP

@cGP
>

@sys
@cs

with c = cGP + cs where cGP represents the concentra-
tion of Cu belonging to GP zones and syGP represents

the strengthening due to GP zones. While
@sys
@cs

can be

explicitly expressed in terms of cs, i.e., sys� cs
2/3 (Section

III and,[54]
@syGP

@cGP
must be approximated due to its non-

analytic dependence on GP zone diameter. For the Al-4
wt pct Cu alloy aged at 383 K (110 �C), syGP(cGP) can
be described reasonably well with a simple power law

syGP ¼ s0yGPc
3=7
GP ½D1�

with the fitting constant syGP
0 = 1400 MPa. Considering

this relation and sys/cs
2/3 = 1138 MPa (from Section

III), the inequality,
@syGP

@cGP
>

@sys
@cs
; implies that strength will

increase as Cu atoms transfer from solute to GP zones if
cGP < 0.663 cs

7/12.

APPENDIX E: DERIVATION OF PLASTIC STRAIN
RATE IN THE PRESENCE OF THERMAL

ACTIVATION

First, the rate at which the controlling thermally
activated events occur is assumed to follow an Arrhe-
nius relation

~m ¼ ~m0exp
�DE
kBT

� �
: ½E1�

The exponential prefactor, ~m0; is assumed to be a
constant and the energy barrier, DE; is assumed to
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only depend upon the ratio of the applied load,
s, over the load at which the thermally activated
events occur instantaneously**, sinst. Assuming that

the shape of the energy barrier, with respect to the
reaction coordinate, is sinusoidal, the functional form
of DE can be approximated to the first order as

DE ¼ DE0 1� s
sinst

� �3=2

; ½E2�

Finally, the rate at which the controlling thermally
activated events occur, m, is assumed proportional to the
plastic strain rate, _c:

Assembling the above assumptions and Eqs. [E1] and
[E2], one can construct a popular expression for relating
the applied load s to the plastic strain rate _c in the
presence of thermal activation,[54,55]

s
sinst
¼ 1� kBT

DE0
ln

_c0
_c

� �2=3

: ½E3�
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